
Gary part two

Todays’ tale continues the tale of a beetle called Gary, and the tension is building.

You may remember that Gary is a Goliath Beetle or, will be given time and today I

bring an update on progress. Sadly not the big reveal but certainly growth😊.

First a quick reminder, Goliath Beetles are one of the biggest insects in the world.

They are also rather strong and can lift loads close to 850 times heavier than

themselves. When they’re adults they can fly and I can hardly wait until Gary

launches himself out of his current container and makes a bid for freedom.

has not featured regularly in conversation with keeping

The development stage and a grub that eats carp pellets

insects often have several stages in their life cycles and Gary is no different. In fact

there are 3 distinct phases of the larva stage. I believe that Gary is now at stage 3,

the last of these.

I did some research and was encouraged by the discovery that there was something

I could do to help things along for Gary. It was a great relief as I am keen to see Gary

in his full glory. What I could do, I discovered, was provide more food than just the

leaf litter and rotting bark for the last phase. What I needed was pellets used to feed

carp in ponds. As luck would have it, I happened to have some of these in the wood

shed.

How I came by it is another story featuring other animals, specifically goldfish and

minnows which live in a pond in the garden. Minnows need a higher protein diet than

goldfish so I had some carp pellets in. We’d thought we’d lost all of them last year

but on sticking a couple of new goldfish in they all reappeared. The minnows in

particular had grown far bigger than I remember them as a kid. At the end of last

year we saw tiny young fish appear. They were black, but as newly hatched goldfish

are black we’d no idea whether they were goldfish or minnows. After Wednesday I

can now say with certainty they’re goldfish. Anyway that's a tale for another time.

Back to Gary.



I crushed some of the pellets and sprinkled and mixed them in with Gary’s bark and

kept a beady eye on things. To my delight Gary has grown noticeably since the new

diet and I’m a bit like an expectant father, but one that knows there will be no

nappies or sleepless nights. So an excited but chilled father😊

There may be trouble ahead

I have to say I haven't discussed the eventual metamorphosis into a giant armour

plated flying insect with Chris, my long suffering wife. If you remember last time I

barely got away unscathed when she discovered what I’d brought home. Once she’d

stopped retching after she discovered my new animal and I proudly showed Garry to

her, there was a moment I thought there may be physical violence inflicted on me.

Luckily that didn’t happen and after some bribery and corruption an uneasy peace

was reached. So to say the subject is the elephant, or giant beetle, in the room is to

understate things significantly.

So while I’m really excited to see Gary in all his glory, I’m not entirely convinced that

Chis shares my enthusiasm so my excitement is tempered by some nervousness.

So much so that when I decided I better get ready for Gary’s next change and have

a new habitat ready, it felt safer to sneak into the loft to find a suitable container and

smuggle it out to the woodshed where I could clean and otherwise get it ready when

Gary needs it.

Gary has grown. This was him last time



And this is him now. Pencil for scale

Gary is a monster

As you can see at the back end of Gary there is the beginning of what I think is the

start of the final change. At the other end though Gary looks fearsome, like an alien,

but one that hasn’t come to earth to spread peace and love.

I waxed lyrical about them and how beautiful it would be and interesting and how ‘not

dangerous they were, just really interesting. That got me up the stairs and the time to

set up a container with mulch and transfer it out of the small carton into its new

home.

I’ve added a short video of Gary moving about just to wet your appetite for the big

reveal.


